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Abstract 
 
We investigate the short and long term wettability of laser textured stainless steel samples in order 
to better understand the interplay between surface topography and chemistry. Very different 1D 
and 2D periodic as well as non-periodic surface patterns were produced by exploiting the extreme 
flexibility of a setup consisting of five rotating birefringent crystals, which allows generating bursts 
of up to 32 femtosecond laser pulses with fixed intra-burst delay of 1.5 ps. The change of the 
surface morphology as a function of the pulse splitting, the burst polarization state and the fluence 
was systematically studied. The surface topography was characterized by SEM and AFM 
microscopy. The laser textured samples exhibited, initially, superhydrophilic behaviour which, 
during exposure to ambient air, turned into superhydrophobic with an exponential growth of the 
static contact angle. The dynamic contact angle measurements revealed a water adhesive 
character which was explained by XPS analyses of the surfaces that showed an increase of 
hydrocarbons and more oxidized metal species with the aging. The characteristic water 
adhesiveness and superhydrophobicity of laser textured surfaces can be exploited for no loss 
droplet reversible transportation or harvesting. 
 
Highlights 
 

 1D-LIPSS with variable period were obtained with bursts of linearly polarized pulses with ps 
intraburst delay 

 2D-LIPSS (triangles arranged over hexagons) were produced with bursts of crossed and 
circular polarization 

 Changing the number of pulses within the bursts allowed varying the morphology of surface 
structuring among several patterns 

 The contact angle of the laser treated surfaces varied over the time, settling at values close 
to 160° at long term with high hysteresis 
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 Over the exposure time the laser treated steel surfaces become richer in hydrocarbons and 
present more oxidized metals  

 
Keywords: Laser structuring, LIPSS, Femtosecond lasers, Bursts, Metals, Wettability 

 
1. Introduction 

 
Laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) [1] are distinguished, depending to their spatial 

periodicity , into low spatial frequency LIPSS (LSFL) that have  close to the laser wavelength, 
and high spatial frequency LIPSS (HSFL), which are characterized by a much smaller period, i.e. 

</2 [2]. Even though a complete theory to describe their formation has not been developed yet, 
LSFL generation on metals and semiconductors is mainly ascribed to interference effects between 
the laser induced surface plasmon polariton and the incident radiation, leading to localized power 
distribution and maxima of the electric field where ablation occurs, thus generating regular surface 
patterns. On the other hand, the formation of HSFL is attributed to the auto-arrangement of the 
roughness centers in periodic structures due to coherent superposition of the scattered waves 
produced by the near-field enhancements localized on the initial surface nano-roughness [3]. 
Recently it has been proposed that convection flow may occur during the melting of the surface 
and determine the HSFL formation [4]. 
LIPSS can be duly exploited to functionalize the surface of a huge variety of materials, such as 
metals [5,6], semiconductors [7,8] and dielectrics [9,10], for several application fields. In 
bioengineering and biomedicine, for example, LIPSS-covered surfaces are employed as anti-
bacterial since the LIPSS morphology may inhibit bacteria adhesion [11] or, conversely, they can 
favour cell proliferation [12]. Texturing based on LIPSS has been demonstrated to be beneficial for 
reducing friction, thus enhancing the tribological performances of mechanical components [13]. 
LIPSS enable to change also the optical properties of a surface. Therefore, its absorptivity or 
reflectivity [14] or colour [15], can be conveniently modified with interesting applications in the field 
of sensors, decoration and anti-counterfeiting.  
Another property that LIPSS can convey to a surface is a significant change of its wettability. 
Surfaces of different materials have shown hydrophobic or superhydrophobic behaviour after being 
laser textured with LIPSS [16–18]. This result is preliminary to the development of water repellent 
or even self-cleaning or anti-icing surfaces without employing any chemical treatment, which can 
find many applications in the aerospace and appliance industry. The hydrophobic behaviour of the 
laser textured surfaces has been mainly attributed to their morphological characteristics. Therefore, 
it is believed that by artificially reproducing on a surface the same micro- and nanoscale features 
observed in nature, for example, on a Lotus leaf is enough to convey to that surface the same 
superhydrophobic or self-cleaning properties.  
Following this approach, many studies have recently investigated the relationship between the 
laser irradiation conditions and the morphology of the produced surface patterns aiming to control 
their geometrical features by simply tuning the laser parameters. On metals and semiconductors it 
was found that 1D-LIPSS consisting of parallel ripples are produced by irradiating the surface with 
linearly polarized laser pulses and that it is possible to control the orientation of the ripples by 
rotating the polarization axis of the incident light [19], while the spatial period and depth of the 
ripples can be tuned by changing the laser wavelength [20,21], the angle of incidence of the laser 
beam [22], the pulse-to-pulse spatial overlap [23,24], the fluence [25] and the ambient pressure 
[26]. Recently, it was reported that using bursts of linearly and parallel polarized pulses with 
picoseconds intra-burst delay it is possible to finely tune the LIPSS spatial period and depth by 
varying the intra-burst delay and the number of sub-pulses in the bursts [27]. 
Generation of 2D-LIPSS, i.e. surface patterns characterized by periodicity along two or more 
directions like e.g. square or triangular structures, have been demonstrated by several authors 
using circularly polarized laser pulses  or crossed polarized double pulses with time delays in the 
picoseconds range [28–31]. The possibility of using bursts with more than two pulses with mixed 
polarizations to produce new morphologies of 2D LIPSS was not further explored. In this case, the 
pulse-to-pulse delay and the total burst duration to be investigated should be short enough to 
ensure that the occurrence of decomposition and melting of the lattice after energy absorption 
does not hinder the LIPSS formation. 
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However, it has been recently found that it is not only the surface topography that is responsible for 
the wetting behaviour of a laser-textured surface. Indeed, several works have shown that 
immediately after the laser treatment such surfaces exhibit hydrophilicity which turns into 
hydrophobicity after low temperature annealing [32] or after storage in ambient atmosphere as well 
as in polyethylene bags for a few weeks [18,33]. Therefore, besides the morphological features, a 
yet not fully understood surface chemistry effect must be taken into account. Most of the works that 
have tried to address this issue, have been limited to chemical composition measurements. Very 
few works have duly investigated the chemical bonds on the surface originating from the laser 
structuring and their time evolution. Rung et al. performed XPS measurements on both untreated 
and surface textured brass samples immediately after the laser irradiation and several days later. 
They found, especially for carbon and oxygen, changes in element concentration and binding 
conditions originated by the laser treatment. However, no significant evolution of the surface 
chemistry was found over the following days to justify the observed change of the wetting 
behaviour [32].    
In this research study, two different aspects of the laser surface structuring process changing the 
wettability of steels samples have been investigated. The first part of the work is focused on the 
use of bursts of ps-delayed ultrashort laser pulses to produce LIPSS of different morphologies. In 
particular, burst with a varying number of pulses from 2 to 32 having time duration of 200 fs were 
employed with different polarization states, i.e. linearly polarized, circularly polarized and cross 
polarized. LIPSS generated in Normal Pulse Mode (NPM) are also reported for comparison. The 
surface topographies of the produced samples have been characterized by SEM and AFM 
microscopy. In the second part of the work, the wetting behaviour of the surfaces and its time 
evolution has been analyzed by static as well as dynamic contact angles measurements. Finally, 
accurate XPS measurements were carried out to assess the short and long term surface chemistry 
in relation to the wettability properties. 
 

2. Experimental 
 
2.1 Materials  

 
The AISI type 301 stainless steel was used as substrate, known for its high corrosion resistance 
and high ductility, and subjected to the laser treatment just after the removal of the plastic 
protective film, without any type of cleaning procedure. 
 

2.2 Burst generation and LIPSS formation  

 
Figure 1 shows a sketch of the experimental setup employed in this work. A PHAROS laser system 
from Light Conversion emitting linearly polarized 200-fs (FWHM) pulses at a wavelength of 1030 

nm with Gaussian energy distribution (M2 ∼ 1.3) was used for our experiments. The laser beam 
passed through a flexible and robust burst generator which produced a single burst from each 
incoming ultrafast laser pulse by means of an array of five calcite birefringent crystals [34,35]. 
According to the orientation of the optical axis of each crystal with respect to the polarization 
direction of the incident pulse [35], the latter was split into n sub-pulses (with n from 2 to 32) with 

equally fractioned energy. The intra-burst time delay Δt also depended on the orientation of the 
crystals and could take the following discrete values: 1.5 ps, 3 ps, 6 ps, 12 ps, and 24 ps. Typically, 
the sub-pulses emerging from the crystal array are alternately crossed-polarized, since half of them 
are parallel and half orthogonal to the optical axes of the crystals (Fig. 1a). In this case, the 
polarization state of the burst was indicated as XP, i.e. cross polarized burst. When a polarizer was 
placed after the optical chain of the calcite crystals, the XP burst was converted into linearly 
polarized (LP) burst (Fig. 1b). When placing instead a quarter-wave plate the burst polarization 
was modified into circularly polarized (CP) burst (Fig. 1c). The total energy per burst and/or the 
sub-pulses energy was finely adjusted by means of a half-wave plate and a polarizer placed 
upstream of the calcite crystals. A further half-wave plate was positioned after the burst generator 
to rotate the sub-pulse polarization at desired angles. 
A galvo-scanner (SCANLAB’s intelliSCAN 14) equipped with a F-Theta telecentric lens (56 mm of 
focal length) was used to move the laser beam over the stainless steel (AISI 301) polished 
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samples positioned on a 3-axis stage in the beam focal plane. The focused spot size on the 
sample surface d was 24 μm ± 1 μm (1/e2 peak intensity), measured with a CCD camera (FireWire 

BeamPro Model 2523 by Photon Inc.). 
 

 
Fig. 1 - Sketch of the experimental setup used for the generation of the bursts and for the 

irradiation of the stainless-steel samples. The burst of n sub-pulses generated by burst generator 
were crossed-polarized (XP) as shown in (a). When a polarizer (b) or a quarter-wave plate (c) were 
placed into the beam line, the XP bursts were converted into linearly polarized (LP) or in circularly 

polarized (CP) bursts, respectively. 
 
The scanning strategy to texture the samples surface consisted in scanning a regular pattern of 
successive parallel lines separated by a distance called hatch (h). Thus, the number of overlapped 
spot along the direction orthogonal to the scan line is given by d/h. The scanning speed v and the 
laser repetition rate f defined the average number of pulses irradiated on a dimensionless spot of 
the surface along a line scan, most commonly called “pulses per spot” (pps), calculated as 
pps=d*f/v [36]. Therefore, the total number of overlapped pulses (ppstot) can be calculated as 
(d/h)*pps and determines the total actual fluence impinging on the sample surface, which is given 
by the fluence of the single pulse multiplied by ppstot. 
The laser repetition rate was fixed at 200 kHz to ensure processing speeds high enough. Relatively 
large textured area of about 200 mm2 were produced to investigate the wettability properties. All 
experiments have been performed in ambient air. 
 

2.3 Surface characterization 

 
After laser irradiation, the morphology of the surface structures was characterized using a scanning 
electron microscope (SEM, Carl Zeiss mod. Σigma) and an atomic force microscope (AFM, NT-
MDT mod. Ntegra). The acquired SEM images were processed by Gwyddion software by means of 
the Fourier transform (FT), to determine the spatial period of the laser-induced structures. 
In order to highlight the influence of the laser treatment on the surface wettability, a digital 
goniometer, consisting of a Dino-lite portable microscope combined with a cold light lamp for back- 
lighting of the drop, was employed to capture the water drop images and videos for measuring, 
respectively, the static and the dynamic water contact angle (WCA). Static measurements were 
performed on selected samples by dispensing 5 μL drops of bi-distilled water onto the samples 
surface. In order to investigate the aging effect on the sample wetting properties, WCA 
measurements were firstly performed at time “zero” (within one day from the laser treatment), and 
then repeated every week for 7 weeks on the same samples stored in ambient air, until a steady-
state wetting behaviour was observed. 
Advancing and receding (dynamic) angles were measured only on the untreated-and unpolished- 
sample and on the laser-treated aged samples (i.e. at steady state, after two months) with the 
sessile drop technique. It consists in inducing variations of the drop volume, from 1 to 5 μL, at a 
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speed of 0.5 μL /s, on the sample. Advancing angles are the maximum angles observed during the 
droplet growth, while receding angles are the ones just before observation of the contact surface 
reduction. Each WCA value has been obtained by averaging four measurements. 
Surface sensitive analyses were performed with X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) by using 
a Versa Probe 5000 PHI Spectrometer equipped with a monochromatic Al-X Ray source at low 
power and a hemispherical analyzer in the Fixed Analyser Transmission (FAT) mode. A take-off 
angle of 90° was utilised. Surface scans were performed in different regions of the samples using 
the mono X-ray source at a power of 25 W and an acceleration voltage of 15kV, with a spot size of 
100µm. Survey scans were recorded for all the samples in the range of 0-1400 eV of binding 
energy, with a pass energy of 187.85 eV. Narrow scan high resolution spectra of C1s, O1, Fe2p 
and Cr2p were acquired with a pass energy of 50 eV. 
Best fitting of the C 1s XPS line shape has been performed by means of the casaXPS software.  
 

3. Results and discussion 
 
3.1 Surface structuring with linearly and circularly polarized normal pulses  

 

In Figure 2, the different morphologies obtained in NPM with linear and circular polarization are 
shown as a function of the applied fluence. 
 

 
Fig. 2 – Different morphologies obtained in NPM with linear (a)-(d) and circular (e)-(g) polarization 

and different pulse fluence values. 
 
As long as the accumulated fluence is higher than or equal to 24 J/cm2, linear polarization leads to 
the formation of HSFL presenting bifurcations and interruptions. On the other hand, a lower 
accumulated fluence allows the generation of LSFL with a spatial period of 902 ± 1 nm.  
With the change into circular polarization, slight triangular structures arranged in hexagonal 
patterns are obtained, but only with ppstot=240 each at 0.10 J/cm2. Similar structures have been 
reported in literature for analogous irradiation conditions [37]. At higher fluences, the triangular 
patterns are replaced by disordered pillar-like structures.  
 

3.2 Surface structuring with parallel linearly polarized bursts  
 

In Figure 3, we report the SEM images of LIPSS obtained with bursts having an intra-burst delay of 
1.5 ps and a variable number of pulses having horizontal polarization. Analogous surface obtained 
under NPM irradiation is also shown for comparison. Interestingly, the structures obtained in BM 
have similar features to those reported in NPM: they are 1D-LSFL with a spatial period close to the 
laser wavelength and an orientation perpendicular to the incident polarization. It is worth noticing 
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that the periodic surface structures become slightly less uniform as n increases, owing to the 

occurrence of several interruptions and/or bifurcations. More accurate acquisitions of the 3D 
profiles by AFM allowed precisely measuring the depth of the periodic structures. Results as a 
function of the pulse splitting are shown in Figure 4, where the value of the depth of the structures 
obtained under NPM irradiation is also indicated by the dashed horizontal line. 
 

 
Fig. 3 – 1D-LIPSS obtained with bursts of variable number of pulses and intra-burst delay of 1.5 
ps, with a fluence of 0.85 J/cm2. The LIPSS obtained in NPM at the same total laser fluence are 

shown for comparison. The black double arrow indicates the direction of the incident polarization. 
Surfaces selected for wettability measurements are highlighted by red frames. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 - 1D-LIPSS depth as a function of the number of pulses in the bursts. The red arrows 

indicate the structures chosen for the wettability tests. The grey bar indicates the error bar related 
to depth measured in case of NPM irradiation. 
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Except for the case of n=16 sub-pulses, the LSFL produced under BM irradiation are generally 
slightly shallower than those obtained in NPM. It is worth noticing that, initially, the depth of the 
ripples increases with the number of sub-pulses in the burst, reaching its highest value for n=16. 
This is ascribable to incubation [38]. However, for n=32 the energy of each sub-pulse is 
significantly lower. In addition, for such a high number of sub-pulses, plasma shielding is supposed 
to reduce the laser energy hitting the surface. As a result, the ripples depth is considerably 
decreased for n=32 sub-pulses. 
To study the effect of the 1D-LIPSS morphology on the surface wettability properties, we selected 
samples obtained with n=16 and n=32, as they showed ripples with highest and lowest depths, 
respectively d=283 nm for n=16 and d= 208 nm for n=32. 
 

3.3 Surface structuring with circularly and cross polarized bursts  
 

Figure 5 shows all the different types of surface textures that has been obtained using bursts of 
circularly (CP) or cross polarized (XP) sub-pulses, and varying the pulse splitting from n=2 to n=32 
and the total laser fluence, while keeping the same intra-burst delay of 1.5 ps, scanning speed and 
hatch distance.  

 
Fig. 5 - Evolution of structuring morphology with the variation of the number of pulses in the bursts 
and the total fluence. The time delay between pulses is fixed at 1.5 ps. Here, pps=20 and the 
hatch=2 µm. 
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Bi-dimensional texture patterns are formed whose morphology changes significantly according to 
the burst characteristics. No substantial difference is noticed between results of CP and XP bursts. 
At laser fluence values of 0.1 J/cm2 and 0.2 J/cm2 the triangular structures arranged in hexagonal 
lattice already observed with CP NPM (see Fig. 2e), are formed only for bursts with 2≤n≤8. In this 
range of number of sub-pulses, the duration of each burst is between 1.5 ps and 10.5 ps. Similar 
results have been found in [30,31]  where double pulses with crossed or circular polarization and 
comparable laser fluence were used. Here, the delay between the two pulses was systematically 
changed and the formation of the triangular structures was observed for intra-pulse delays of 
exactly the same timescale as in our results.  
The formation of such structures can be attributed, in agreement with Bonse et al. [39], to 
interference effects between the incident light and a surface wave originated by the excitation of 
surface plasmon polaritons in a very early stage of the irradiation. This leads to a periodically 
modulated energy deposition and localized ablation. After the formation of the initial ripples, 
irradiation with multiple pulses triggers feedback mechanisms which lead to interference and 
consequent local field enhancement [40]. This hypothesis is also supported by Zhang et al. [41] 
who simulated the electric field distribution on a grooved surface finding that, after a certain 
amount of impinging femtosecond laser pulses, the electric field concentrates at the center of the 
grooves, thus determining1D or 2D periodic ablation patterns. 
The polarization state of the incident laser radiation has also an influence on this inhomogeneous 
energy distribution. As a consequence, nanoripples or 1D-LIPSS are formed in case of irradiation 
with linearly polarized pulses while bi-dimensional periodic surface patterns are created with CP 
pulses or XP bursts, provided that the total burst duration is shorter than electron-phonon coupling. 
Indeed, as far as the number of sub-pulses in the bursts increases and thus the total burst duration 
gets longer, the linear LIPSS gets less homogeneous [27] and the triangular patterns disappear 
(Fig. 5). This happens probably because, at timescales longer than the electron-phonon coupling, 
thermal effects like expansion and melting of the lattice occur, thus changing the material 
absorption and reflectivity and, consequently, disturbing the interference mechanisms. Therefore, 
the most homogeneous and sharpest triangular structures are seen for bursts with n=2 or n=4 sub-
pulses, while already for n=8 the structures appear shallower and less homogenous. 
The laser fluence also plays an important role on the formation of the periodic surface patterns. In 
fact, at the higher fluence of 0.4 J/cm2 the triangular structures do not form and disordered non-
uniform structures are, instead, noticed both for CP and XP bursts irradiation (see Fig. 5k-m and 
Fig. 5k’-m’). This result is consistent with the previous explanation, since with the increase of the 
laser intensity the transition of the material from the solid to the molten state is facilitated. With the 
decomposition of the lattice, the coupling of the laser energy to the material is influenced and the 
energy deposition does not follow any more homogeneous patterns. Therefore, at the fluence of 
0.4 J/cm2 randomly distributed pillar-like structures are formed for n≤8 sub-pulses. For higher pulse 
splitting the pillars disappear and highly inhomogeneous bush-like structures are observed (see 
Fig. 5n-o and Fig. 5n’-o’).   
It is worth noticing that in NPM the process window to get the triangular structures is very narrow. 
When using bursts of pulses, the same type of structures can be generated in a wider range of 
laser fluence. In addition, by optimizing the polarization state of the burst, i.e. XP rather than CP, 
and the pulse splitting n=4, it is possible to generate very reproducible triangular structures with 
sharp edges homogenously distributed over large areas. A surface obtained with this combination 
of process parameters (see Fig. 5b) has been selected for the wettability measurements. 
By further examining the images reported in Figure 4 of the surfaces produced with XP and CP 

bursts, it can be noted that for n8 sub-pulses and a fluence of 0.1 J/cm2 a different type of surface 
structures appears, i.e. HSFL. Their orientation follows the polycrystalline nature of the substrate 
material, thus clearly unveiling the steel grain structure. This is due to the fact that when the pulse 
fluence is not sufficient to allow the generation of homogeneous LIPSS and fluences very close to 
the threshold are used, the formation of the HSFL strongly depends on the materials properties. 
Here, any inhomogeneity of the material like defects of the lattice or the different phases and 
orientations of the crystallographic structure affects the HSFL shape and orientation. Therefore, 
under particular irradiation conditions the grain structure is revealed [42]. In our case, only by using 
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bursts with a high number of XP or CP sub-pulses the crystallographic structure of the steel was 
highlighted, as it is better shown by the optical microscope image of Figure 6. 
 

 
Fig. 6 - Optical microscope image of a target surface irradiated with bursts of 8 pulses with a time 

delay of 1.5 ps at a total fluence of 0.1 J/cm2. The grain structure of the polycrystalline target is 
clearly visible. 

 
This is very interesting for many applications since it shows that a laser surface treatment based 
on the use of bursts of femtosecond pulses may potentially replace traditional methods for the 
preparation of metallographic samples based on mechanical polishing and chemical etching. 
  
 

3.4 Wetting behaviour 
 

The wetting behavior of some representative structures was investigated. In particular, among the 
surfaces with 1D-LIPSS, the one obtained in NPM (indicated as 1D-LIPSS-NPM) and those 
produced in BM with the highest (1D-LIPSS-BM-n=16) and lowest (1D-LIPSS-BM-n=32) depths of 
the ripples have been chosen. Whereas for the 2D-LIPSS, the triangular, bush-like, pillar-like and 
HSFL following the crystallographic grains (2D-HSFL-grain) structures have been selected. All the 
selected structures are enclosed in red boxes in Figure 2 and in Figure 4. The wettability of a 
reference untreated (and as received) steel sample was also analyzed.  
In the first column of Table 1, results of the static contact angles are presented for all the analyzed 
structures. These measurements were performed 55 days after the laser treatment, i.e. after that 

the wetting behavior had stabilized and the equilibrium angles (eq) were reached, as will be 
explained in next sections. During this monitoring period the samples were stored in a laboratory 
environment in closed but not sealed boxes.  
  

Table 1. Equilibrium static (eq) and dynamic water contact angle measured on some 
representative laser textured surfaces. The values for the untreated steel surface are also 

reported. 
 

Morphology  𝒆𝒒 (°)  𝒆𝒒
𝒂𝒅𝒗 (°)  𝒆𝒒

𝒓𝒆𝒄 (°) 

1D-LIPSS-BM-n=16 160 ± 2 165 ± 2 27 ± 7 

2D-LIPSS-Triangular 156 ± 1 157 ± 2 29 ± 6 

1D-LIPSS-NPM 150 ± 2 158 ± 2 15 ± 1  

1D-LIPSS-BM-n=32 139 ± 1 151 ± 1 20 ± 4 

2D-HSFL-Grain  145 ± 2 151 ± 1 14 ± 1 

2D-LIPSS-Bush 157 ± 1 158 ± 2 14 ± 3 

2D-LIPSS-Pillar 124 ± 2 132 ± 3 25 ± 1 
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Un-treated (as received) 55 ± 2 67 ± 2 11 ± 3 

 
 
As it can be clearly seen, at long-term air exposure after the laser treatment the surfaces are over-
hydrophobic or even superhydrophobic (angle higher than 150°). 
Similar results were also achieved on steel by [43] and [44] though under different conditions of the 
laser processing, i.e. wavelength of 1064 nm, 30 ns single pulses at 25 kHz and 800 nm, 150 fs at 
1 kHz, respectively. Lower angles were instead found by [45] that achieved contact angles of up to 
130° by irradiating a martensitic stainless steel sample with 800 nm, 125 fs single pulses at 5 kHz. 
In the second and third column of table 1, the advancing and receding angles are respectively 
reported, also after the stabilization time. In all the laser treated cases, we find that the receding 
angle is very low; therefore, given the high advancing angles, a high angle hysteresis characterizes 
these surfaces. Generally, a high WCA hysteresis indicates that the surface is highly adhesive 
towards water drops [46,47]. This effect is ascribed to either topographical or chemical 
heterogeneities, thus it can be found on smooth as well as textured surfaces. In the case of 
textured hydrophobic and superhydrophobic surfaces, such a high adhesion to the liquid indicates 
that a total or partial Wenzel regime is established, hence a full or quasi-full contact between water 
and solid exists (i.e. air pockets are absent or unstable) [48]. 
As it will be clearer in next sections, the water adhesive character is mostly due to the specific 
chemical composition of this surface.  
The time variation of the static contact angle after the treatment and until equilibrium was also 
investigated. This specific study was conducted, by weekly measuring the angle on replica 
samples, for two different structures, namely the 1D LIPSS- BM – n=16 and 2D LIPSS – 
Triangular. 

 
Fig. 7 – Time dependence of the contact angle for the 1D-LIPSS with n=16 pulses (black open 

square) and for the 2D-LIPSS (red open circle). 

 
The laser treated surfaces showed an initial hydrophilic /super-hydrophilic behaviour, characterized 
by contact angles equal to 3° ± 2° (superhydrophilic when lower than 5°) and 26° ± 6° (markedly 
hydrophilic) for 1D-LIPSS and 2D-LIPSS with triangular structure, respectively. These values are 
sensitively smaller than that of the non-treated surface, indicating that the laser treatment leads, 
soon after the process, to an activation of the metal surface towards the contact with polar 
compounds and specifically water.  
As shown by the diagram in Figure 7, for both the investigated morphologies, the increase of the 
contact angle is fairly exponential in agreement with literature about laser [44] or plasma 
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treatments [49]. The exponential growth appears particularly neat for the triangular laser modified 
surface.  
Thus, in this case a fitting has been operated by using the law: 



𝑒𝑞
= 1 − 𝑒−

𝑡
 

With 𝑒𝑞 being the already mentioned steady state (equilibrium) water contact angle and  the 
constant characteristic for the growth (at which the angle is the 63% of the final one). For such a 

surface  equals 13.6 days.  
We observe that this parameter is relatively high (i.e. the angle growth is relatively slow) with 
respect to other laser processed steel surfaces in literature [43–45]. In particular, Kietzig et al. [44] 
showed the variation of this parameter as a function of the irradiation conditions and the alloy 
composition. Reasonably, also the environmental/exposure conditions (temperature, humidity, 
aeration conditions) must have a role in the velocity of the aging process [50]. 
The linear surface structures (1D LIPSS – BM n=16) instead, show over time a less monotonous 
increase. This has been reported under several conditions of the laser process investigated by [43] 
and in some materials investigated by Kietzig [44], too. 
At the equilibrium time both surfaces turned out super-hydrophobic, reaching contact angle values 
of 160° ± 2° and 157° ± 3°, for 1D-LIPSS and 2D-LIPSS with triangular structure, respectively.  
 

3.5 Surface chemistry evolution 
 
XPS survey spectra are reported in Figure 5 to have a view at a glance of the variation first 
induced by the laser treatment, then by the long-term interaction with the atmosphere. In Table 2 
atomic XPS % of C, O, Fe, Cr are reported for the untreated and the treated 1D-LIPSS and 2D-
LIPSS with triangular structure, at one day (fresh) and at two months after the treatment (aged), 
with the samples stored in closed not sealed boxes in the laboratory air environment. It was found 
that 2 months after the treatment, a steady surface energy condition was reached, as seen above. 

 
Table 2. XPS atomic % for untreated and laser treated steel samples subjected to aging 

investigation. Atomic ratios for O/Fe and C/Fe 
 

Surface C(%) O(%) Fe(%) Cr(%) O/Fe C/Fe 

Untreated 74 23 2.2 0.8 10.4 34 

2D- LIPSS Triangular fresh 22 46 27 5 1.7 0.8 

1D-LIPSS BM n=16 fresh 20 48 22 10 2.2 0.9 

2D- LIPSS Triangular aged 51 34 10 5 3.4 5.1 

1D-LIPSS BM n=16 aged 56 32 8 4 4 7 
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Fig. 8 - Survey XPS spectra for untreated, and 1D-LIPSS – BM – n=16 and 2D-LIPSS triangular 
laser textured steel surfaces, at 1 day (fresh) and 2 months after the treatment.  
 
The untreated steel surface is characterized by very high atomic % of carbon, lower % of oxygen, 
and extremely low % of metals Fe and Cr (Ni was fairly detectable but hardly quantified). This 
sample, as above reported, was not cleaned before the analysis, and was instead analyzed just 
after the removal of the plastic protective film. This was the same condition at which the laser 
treatment was performed and the WCA measurement was conducted. 
On the freshly treated surfaces a steep reduction of the surface C content is observed, thing which 
can be ascribed to the effectiveness of the laser treatment in removing the adventitious carbon 
contamination from the surface. Meanwhile, Fe and Cr increase importantly, while the O increase, 
though sensitive, appears less pronounced; the C/Fe and O/Fe ratios, reported in the same table, 
decrease with the former showing the most drastic decrease.  
These indirect data, i.e the C/Fe and O/Fe ratios, describe the variation of the surface chemical 
state since C and O are spy elements more involved in the interaction between the surface and the 
environment, such as the adsorption/chemisorption of hydrocarbons and the oxidation reactions 
with oxygen and the moistures present in the atmosphere. 
As it can be derived from Table 2, upon aging the C/Fe and O/Fe ratios increase again, but without 
restoring the same levels of the untreated surface. 
Figure 9 shows the normalized high resolution C1s spectra curve-fitted with a SLG(30) peak 
shape. The components are reported, together with the corresponding area %, in table 3: C0 
(carbide C, 283.8 ± 0.2 eV), C1 (C-C(H) 284.8 ± 0.3 eV), C2 (C-O, 286.3 ±0.3 eV), C3 (C(O)O, 
288±0.3 eV). C1, C2 and C3 are typically associated to adventitious carbon for high resolution C1s 
deconvoluted peak [51]. 
Freshly treated surfaces, where the C1s signal is less intense (% in Table 2), have higher 
oxygenated components, i.e. C2 and C3, which, instead, appear reduced upon aging. This means 
that over the aging time, while the carbon total % increases (Table 2) the relative content of 
carbon-oxygen species/groups gets lower with respect to the total carbon, reasonably as a 
consequence of the progressive enrichment of non-oxygen-bonded hydrocarbon species/groups 
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(C1 component). A similar effect had been already shown in [52] for hydrophilic treated plastic 
materials. 
Interestingly, upon aging, an important difference is present on the linear aged samples where a 
splitting of the C1 component is observed with the appearance of a new one, termed C0, which 
being at lower BE than the C-C(H), is necessarily to be ascribed to carbide carbon atoms, i.e. 
bonded with a metal, such as Fe or Cr. This can be considered an evidence of the peculiar 
reactivity of this treated surface with the environment atmosphere.  
Figure 10 reports the normalized Fe2p (3/2, ½) XPS spectra of the same surfaces, where the 
positions of the major components are indicated (Fe metal, 707 eV; Fe (II) oxide, 709.5 eV; Fe (III) 
oxide,711eV). The higher noise on the untreated specimen signal is due to its very low intensity in 
the as acquired (not normalized) spectrum (low metal % in untreated surface). For both these 
treatments, it is possible to observe that the freshly treated surfaces have distinguishable 
contributions of Fe(metal) and Fe(II) oxide components, which are then reduced upon aging. This 
confirms the capability of the treatment in removing the outermost, more oxidized layers of the 
material (cleaning action). This effect is lost over time since the metal evolves towards more 
oxidized forms. That is why we have highlighted that during exposure time, though the O % 
decreases, the O/Fe increases. 

 
Table 3 - Area % of the components used in the best fitting procedure of the C1s high resolution 

XPS signal for untreated and laser treated steel samples subjected to aging investigation. 

 C0 (area %) C1 (area %) C2 (area %) C3 (area %) 

Untreated - 77 14 9.2 

2D-LIPSS-

Triangular fresh 
- 65.6 20.5 13.7 

2D-LIPSS-

Triangular aged 
- 84.4 7.6 8 

1D-LIPSS-BM-n=16 

fresh 
- 57.1 22.9 19.9 

1D-LIPSS-BM-

n=16aged 
46.4 39.1 7.2 7.2 

 
However, the Fe metallic component is particularly pronounced only on the 1D-LIPSS surface, 
where it can be assumed that a more energetic cleaning of the steel surface has taken place since 
the fluence of the sub-pulses (defined as the fluence of the burst divided by the number of sub-
pulses within the burst) was double (0.05 J/cm2) compared to the 2D-LIPSS case (0.025 J/cm2). 
This effect probably can explain the different reactivity of this surface, on which the exposition to 
atmosphere leads to the appearance of carbide carbon moieties at long-term (Fig.9). To this effect 
should be also ascribed the irregular increase of the contact angle over time shown by this surface 
(diagram in Figure 7), where, likely, various reactive paths take place which have different 
velocities and variously contribute to the global change of the surface energy over time. 
As a concluding consideration, we find that over the time after the treatment within the outermost 
surface layer (the one which is sampled by XPS) the principal effects are the following: i) the total 
carbon percentage increases and becomes richer in hydrocarbons and poorer in oxygen-bonded 
carbon species; ii) metals decrease in atomic percentage but becomes more oxidized.  
In literature it had been noted that a correlation exists between the final total carbon content and 

the (static) angle of equilibrium eq [44]. Actually this is what we also find, as above reported. 
However, deeper insights can be gained from the chemical and wetting characterization. The final 
chemical configuration of the surface includes a high amount of carbon as hydrocarbon (or carbide 
in some cases) with still a significant content of metals in highly oxidized form. From the wetting 
point of view, this implies a mixed hydrophobic (hydrocarbons) and hydrophilic (in general all the 
carbon-oxygen bonds and in particular the C(O)O groups, the Me-Me and Me-O bonds) 
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configuration. This heterogeneity explains the high hysteresis found in aged surfaces, hence their 
high water-adhesive, though superhydrophobic, behavior. As previously commented about the 

dynamic angle measurements, the advancing CA is more sensitive to low‐energy components of 
the surface, while the receding angle is more sensitive to the high‐energy ones [47].  
Indeed, it can be reasonably thought that the water front moving on these surfaces after a first 
unfavorable contact with the surface, as revealed by the high advancing angle, finds out chemical 
domains where a high affinity exists and from which to recede is unfavorable (hence the receding 
angle is very low).  
The fact that the advancing/static angle are so high, indicates that the roughness/texture induced 
by the treatment is suitable to get a superhydrophobic behavior. 
 
 

 
Fig. 9 - Normalised high resolution C1s XPS spectra for untreated, 1D-LIPSS n=16 and 2D-LIPSS 
triangular laser textured steel surfaces, at 1 day (fresh) and 2 months after the treatment. 
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Fig. 10 - Normalised high resolution Fe2p XPS spectra for untreated, 1D-LIPSS n=16 and 2D-
LIPSS triangular laser textured steel surfaces, at 1 day (fresh) and 2 months after the treatment. 
 
 

4. Conclusions 
 

The interplay between surface chemistry and morphology has been investigated on the short and 
long term wetting behavior of stainless steel surfaces laser textured, respectively, with bursts of 
femtosecond pulses and in normal pulse mode (i.e. no burst).  
It was found that the morphology of the surface textures changes significantly depending on the 
laser irradiation parameters. In Normal Pulse Mode, linearly polarized pulses produce 1D periodic 
structures, which are classified, respectively, as high spatial frequency LIPSS for high values of 
accumulated laser fluence and low spatial frequency LIPSS for lower fluences. When using 
circularly polarized pulses and accumulated fluence of 24 J/cm2, 2D regular patterns of triangular 
structures arranged over hexagons were obtained, whereas at higher accumulated fluences non-
periodic pillar-like patterns were generated. Working with bursts of pulses with fixed intra-burst 
delay of 1.5 ps allowed producing different surface topographies by changing the number of pulses 
in the burst and their polarization state, besides the accumulated laser fluence. This could be 
easily done by exploiting the extreme flexibility of the burst generator setup consisting of a cascade 
of rotating birefringent crystals. Linearly polarized bursts enabled to produce 1D-LIPSS with the 
possibility to change the depth of the ripples by adjusting the number of pulses in the burst. 
Circular and crossed polarized bursts allowed generating a wide range of patterns: 2D highly 
regular patterns of triangular structures, HSFL oriented along the grains of the polycrystalline 
material, and non-periodic structures such as micro-bushes or micro-pillars. It is worth noting that 
the triangular structures were obtained both in NPM as well as in BM. However, in BM the process 
window to generate such structures was significantly wider, as far as the total duration of the bursts 
employed was shorter than the electron-phonon coupling, in good agreement with [30]. The 
physical mechanisms behind the formation of the triangular periodic patterns are still not fully 
understood but further investigating such mechanisms was beyond the scope of the present work. 
However, our results indicate that the formation of highly regular 2D-LIPSS occurs before the 
electron-phonon coupling time, which is compatible with the hypothesis, supported by many 
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authors, that the underlying mechanism is the interference between the incident light and excited 
surface plasmon polaritons [39,41]. Indeed, for longer bursts it has been shown here that such 2D 
patterns disappear, probably due to thermal effects, like melting and lattice decomposition which 
typically occur on a time scale longer than the electron-phonon coupling. 
The long term wetting behavior of seven selected laser textured samples characterized by quite 
different 1D and 2D surface topographies was investigated. All the morphologies showed 
hydrophobicity or super-hydrophobicity, with static contact angles varying from 124° to 160°, while 
the dynamic measurements exhibited high hysteresis thus indicating adhesive behavior. To further 
understand this result, the temporal evolution of the contact angle was investigated for the two 
surfaces showing the highest hydrophobicity. Starting from an initial hydrophilic state, immediately 
after the laser treatment, an increase of the contact angle with time was found following an 
exponential law. The surface chemistry XPS analyses indicated that the laser treatment initially 
removes the adventitious carbon contamination, with varying degrees of cleaning extents 
depending on the sub-pulse laser fluence, which explains the hydrophilic behavior. During 
exposure to the ambient atmosphere, the surfaces become richer in hydrocarbons (or carbide in 
some cases) and poorer in oxygen-bonded species, while metal species on the surfaces decrease 
in atomic percentage but become more oxidized.  While the former effect is noteworthy correlated 
with the increase of the advancing/static angle (increase of the hydrophobic character), the latter is 
considered responsible of the rather low receding angles, hence of the water adhesive character of 
these surfaces. Such surface chemistry heterogeneity explains the high dynamic contact angle 
hysteresis and, hence, the surfaces high water-adhesive, though superhydrophobic, behavior. The 
surface topography is assumed to play a role especially in connection with the high 
advancing/static angle, which indicates that the roughness/texture induced by the laser treatment 
hinders the water-solid contact. However, in the few contact domains, the high surface chemistry 
affinity makes the receding less favorable. 
We highlight that the water adhesiveness and superhydrophobicity (very high advancing and static 
angle) of such surfaces allow indicating the no loss droplet reversible transportation as suited 
application [42,43]. Applications as self-cleaning, anti-icing are certainly possible with these 
specific surfaces, once a proper homogeneously hydrophobic chemical modification (coating, 
treatment,) is accomplished. 
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Graphical abstract 

 

 

Time dependence of the contact angle for the 1D-LIPSS obtained with bursts of n=16, linearly 

polarized pulses (black open square) and for the 2D-LIPSS obtained with bursts of n=4, crossed 

polarized pulses (red open circle). The time delay in both cases is 1.5 ps. 

 

Highlights 
 

 1D-LIPSS with variable period were obtained with bursts of linearly polarized pulses with ps 
intraburst delay 

 2D-LIPSS (triangles arranged over hexagons) were produced with bursts of crossed and 
circular polarization 

 Changing the number of pulses within the bursts allowed varying the morphology of surface 
structuring among several patterns 

 The contact angle of the laser treated surfaces varied over the time, settling at values close 
to 160° at long term with high hysteresis 

 Over the exposure time the laser treated steel surfaces become richer in hydrocarbons and 
present more oxidized metals 
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